Gym protocol and rules - VTT
Gym participation
Use The Daily Screening Checklist before coming to
gym !

Do not come to class if you are feeling sick or having
any symptoms like fever, cough, shortness of breath.

Do not come to class if you are in contact with any
individuals who are sick or have any of those
symptoms.
The gymnasts will be checked by the coaches for
temperature or any other symptoms before entering
the gym.
Gym entry
Enter from outside, through the side glass doors in
the back alley, just before the parking entrance.
Only gymnasts are allowed in the gym.
There will be a coach on the door, making sure the
gymnasts are entering one by one, keeping a 2 m
distance.
Once in the gym, our second coach will direct each
athlete to a “personal area”, on the carpet, which will
be visibly bordered with colourful tape. Each gymnast
will have, and use only their own spot ! Both days !
This will be a very good size area of 3.65m x 3.5m
(12feet x 11.50feet)
Gym rules
The coaches will be conducting the class from at least
2 or more meters distance.
Keep your distance !
Do not share apparatus or anything at all !
Do not touch each other !

Try to stay in your area only, do not run around and
try not to touch anything in the facility!
Bring your water bottle !
Have your own hand sanitizer !
Using the washroom and hygiene
We have disinfectant sprays and wipes and will use it
before and after on all surfaces and objects that our
kids may be touching. In the washroom and
everywhere on high-touch surfaces( hand rails, door
handles, chairs etc) will be sanitized.
There will be one dedicated washroom ( not shared
with basketball )
Use only this one ! Ask your coach for assistance.
Only disposable wipes and paper towels could be
used.
The coaches will have plenty of everything for
disinfection.
There will be a dedicated garbage bag, which will be
disposed by the coaches after training in the on-site
garbage bin.
We will have available face masks and gloves as well.
Wash hands regularly, before and after training!
End of gym and exiting

Rolling carpets- all the gymnasts will be responsible
to unroll and roll the carpets, but only the coaches will
take them in and out the storage.
This will minimize the number of people accessing the
storage room.
The coaches will make sure the gymnast exit the gym
from the same door, in the same safe manner, one by
one, keeping the distance.
Parents, please keep appropriate distance while
waiting for your kids!
Please, be on time picking up !

Thank you for your understanding!
Aura

